A hidden resource for researcher
developers: engaging and
developing technical scientific staff
Sept 2014

What we’re going to cover…

1. How do technical scientific staff differ from other researchers?
2. What do the major stakeholders want from technical scientific
staff?
3. What are the barriers to engaging with technical staff?
4. Benefits of engaging with this staff group: unlocking a resource
5. The ICR Scientific Officer Association
6. How do we measure impact?
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Introduction

Scientific Officers at the ICR
-Research Institute – no teaching, prioritise the academic careers path,
postdocs encouraged to pursue independence
-Scientific Officers make up over 45% of the scientific workforce but
viewed as support staff rather than academics in training
-Career development provision was aimed training positions (student and
postdocs). As ‘core support’ often viewed as more difficult for SOs to
justify attendance and time away from the lab
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What’s it like being an SO at the ICR
Staff attitude survey responses

For the Scientific Officers scores were lower in the following areas:
• Understanding of institutional strategic goals
• Understanding where their work fits with strategic goals
• Relationship with their immediate manager
• Awareness of the work of other groups and departments
• Ownership of career development
If we wanted to improve the experience of Scientific Officers, who might the main
stakeholders be? And what might their attitude to developing this large staff
group be?
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Stakeholder analysis

• Technical staff themselves
• Their line managers/team leaders
• Researcher developers
• Senior management within the organisations
How might these stakeholders feel about specifically developing
technical scientific staff? Positives? Negatives?
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Stakeholder analysis

How might the following stakeholders feel about developing technical scientific
staff?
•

Technical staff themselves?
• May do more routine work so want new challenges and opportunities

•

Their line managers/team leaders?
• Not their priority to develop people but
• Don’t want a demotivated and clock-watching workforce

•

Researcher developers?
• Keen to sense-check with a big group of scientists to deliver training better science more
quickly, not just generic skills training

•

Senior management within the organisation?
• Want to ensure continuity of high quality science despite staff turnover due to fixed term
contracts
• Limited potential to promote, so keen to explore alternatives to engage good scientists
• Want a flexible workforce who can adapt and change as the science requires it e.g. increase
in bioinformatics expertise
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Barriers to engaging with technical staff

Barrier to engagement…
No clear voice to senior management
Limited ability to access training
Training not specific to the needs of the group

Not able to access the ICR conference and limited networking opportunities
Unclear career path and support with the promotions process
Not usually prioritised within lab groups to represent the ICR externally
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Unlocking a resource

Benefits to stakeholders

Technical
Staff

Line
Managers

Researcher
Developers

A specific staff association as a way to reach 45%
scientific workforce

X

Direct end-user input on training and development
requirements

X

An appreciative group for whom a little can make a big
difference

X

Access to an internal pool of experts able to provide
technical training to others

X

Helps researcher developers to focus on the scientific
training requirements of staff (“making the discoveries
that defeat cancer”)

A way of maintaining links with alumni to support
current SOs in making informed career choices

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

ICR senior
management

X

X
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Unlocking a resource

What are the practicalities of engaging such a group?

How would you go about it?

Share ideas or experience of practice of having done
this before?
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The practicalities – setting up an
association

SOA model borrowed from the ICR Postdoc Association
The early days – encouraging leadership
Guidance on meetings and communication with whole SO body
Perspectives from the first SOA treasurer….
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Debbie Hughes
Scientific Officer in Genetic and Epidemiology
First treasurer of the SOA

Positions on the committee
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Minutes & news uploaded to the intranet
page
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Regular social events to encourage
networking
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SO involvement in ICR training

No undergraduate teaching or
demonstrating opportunities at the ICR
so getting involved in technical
seminars is a good way for technical
staff to get teaching experience

See hand-out for a full list of courses
scientific officers have contributed to
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An annual technical conference
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Prof Paul Workman
Interim CEO:
“I am very supportive
personally of the
Scientific Officer
Technical
Conference, as is the
senior leadership of
ICR”
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Image competition

Then & now
Quotes from ICR Scientific Officers
“Pre-2011, SOs were a bit of a forgotten group. There have always been events
for students and postdocs but no equivalent for us. We have a voice now!”
“Having a travel bursary specifically for Scientific Officers is a really valuable
resource as otherwise it is really difficult to find funding to attend meetings”
“Without the SOA I am not sure I would have found such an appropriate mentor to
help me through my promotion application”
“We have a voice now, more issues that affect us are discussed at the CEO
forum”
“Since attending the technical conference I have tried to help out on the
committee this year. I think this is a good contribution to overall citizenship”
“Being on the committee has helped me know more people at the ICR though
networking and made me get involved in the Athena Swan programme, which I
find personally rewarding”
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Initiatives of the SOA
The main aim was to address the barriers to SO engagement
Barrier to engagement…

SOA initiatives

No clear voice to senior management

2 reps attending the CEO forum

Limited ability to access training

‘Lunch and Learn’ training series

Training not specific to the needs of the group

Train the Trainer workshop developed

Not able to access the ICR conference and limited
networking opportunities

ICR Technical Conference and
development day (presentations,
networking, sponsorship)

Unclear career path and support with the
promotions process

Promotions mentor process established

Not usually prioritised within lab groups to
represent the ICR externally

Travel bursaries provided by the SOA

Initiatives which were less successful….

When looking to engage with
technical scientific staff…

• What success outcomes would we like to look for?

• How are you measuring impact now?
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Measuring impact

In 2 years, 20 Scientific Officers have now presented to an ICR-wide audience via
the technical conference.
11 tailored lunchtime workshops have run and received good feedback (topics
suggested by SOs)
In a review of SO training 83% said they were aware of the lunchtime training
sessions, only 10% said they would be unlikely to attend these in future
SOA involved in design of the staff attitude survey and helped to promote
completion (highest ever response rate of 63%)
Over ¼ responders to the 2014 staff attitude survey (SO group) mentioned
activities of the association and training opportunities in their free text responses
Tracking the destination of former committee members who have left the ICR…
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On going challenges and future plans

Challenges:

“I like the idea of Lunch and Learn, but I wouldn't want to give
up my lunch hour to attend them”
Future plans:
Tracking alumni - maintaining connections with talented scientists when they
moving on as a resource for current staff
High staff turnover due to fixed term contract - staff attitude data now collected
annually (rather than every 3 years)
Promotions support available but limited funding means
some loss of skilled workforce is inevitable – continue to support technical staff to
develop themselves, increase their skills and improve motivation
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In summary…

Why is engaging with this group so valuable?
• Effectively reach a large proportion of the non academic scientific staff
• Sharing valuable scientific expertise across the organisation though technical
seminars
• Relevant workshops and motivated workshop attendees
• Building the CVs of long serving members of staff (promotion) and those who
wish to move on
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Destinations of former SOA members:

Non-lab:
Policy Officer at The Academy of Medical
Sciences
Teaching position in HE abroad
Technology transfer coordinator at QMUL

Lab:
Research technician at QMUL
Research assistant at the
University of Edinburgh
PhD student BRIC, Denmark
Research technician UCL

Current Chair…Soon moving to a project management role at CRUK
Tips for overcoming inertia or apathy in group– add these to post its
and will email round to the group after the session
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